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Opening Session 

 

Pedro Veiga President of ISOC Portugal 

Miguel Seabra President of Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia, IP 

 

Openness, universality and neutrality of the internet have been essential to enable A dynamic 

Science and Technology based innovation that opened new and important opportunities in business 

and in social and political action sustained on freedom of expression and impacting on human rights, 

democracy and citizen’s political participation by substantially enlarging the free public discussion 

space. The Internet was a revolutionary development arising from the scientific community with its 

merits initially recognized only in academic and defense circles, and catching by surprise the 

telecommunications industry. It is essential to preserve the open, universal and neutral characteristics of 

the Internet and avoid its capture by particular interests that threaten the preservation of these 

characteristics. 

 

20 years of Internet Society 

Keynote Speaker 

 

Frederic Donck Diretor of the European Regional Bureau Internet Society 

 

Internet is for everyone. ISOC strives to defend an open Internet, accessible to all without any form of 

control trough the development of crosscutting work on policy issues, standards and capacity 

development. The organization promotes the involvement in Internet policy discussions and builds 

bridges of dialogue with the various stakeholders, including civil society, policy makers and the private 

sector. Standards are closely connected to the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) which is 

composed of engineers from various areas of the world dedicated to discuss openly the most complex 

issues of Internet engineering organization. Capacity development is being promoted by ISOC trough 

training programs for engineers in order to facilitate the connection of the local and regional level to the 

global Internet. ISOC members exceed 47,000 individual members and 130 institutional members also 

Chapters 88, including ISOC Portugal. The year 2012 is of utmost importance for ISOC as it highlights 

its 20 years of successful existence like the constitution of IETF that is the real organization that 

safeguards the open Internet, as well as the political steps towards making ISOC a member or expert 

in other international organizations such as the OECD, the International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU), the United Nations, the European Union, the European Parliament, and many others. ISOC 

played also a key role in the process development of the World Summit on the Information Society 

(WSIS). ISOC had an important role in the support and deployment of IPv6 as a solution for the IPv4 

shortage in particular in the coordination of multiple stakeholders. 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Intellectual Property in the Digital World: confrontation between rights, 

interests and wishes 

Panel and debate with the audience 

 

MODERATOR: Marta Dias Lawyer at ISOC Portugal 

Pedro Berhan da Costa Director of GMCS - Gabinete para os Meios de Comunicação Social 

Bárbara Navarro Public Policy and Government Relations Director at Google Spain, Italy, Portugal and 
Greece 

Miguel Carretas Geral Director of PASS MÚSICA 

André Rosa Pirate Party Movement 

 

Intellectual Property and Copyright legislation is outdated and inappropriate to Internet reality. 

The current legal framework is fairly recent in human history, with its roots at the end of the 18th century, 

and was developed for the technological innovations of mass dissemination of information at the time, 

initially the press and later phonographic recording and related developments. Similarly, the 

technological innovation of the Internet and the associated dematerialization of content and high speed 

global many-to-many communication, allowing information and knowledge to be shared with others 

without the provider losing any bit of it and without significant reproduction costs, require a brand new 

regulatory framework. A regulatory framework based on the rights of reproduction does not make 

sense with the radical shift from reproduction and distribution to access and advertising. The 

new remix creativity and culture as well as the everyday practices of the digital natives generation 

make clear the urgency of reforming regulatory frameworks as it is unacceptable that current socially 

mainstream behaviour continues to be criminalized on the basis of old fashioned rules. Solutions as 

those proposed by Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA), Protect IP Act (PIPA) or Stop Online 

Piracy Act (SOPA) are no longer acceptable and naturally faced strong opposition 

New business and cost models are necessary for Internet related transactions and economy. 

The Internet substantially changed the previous share of value in the content production and distribution 

chain leading to the need of re-establishing a new system for assuring the fair compensation of 

authors and producers.  

 

  



 
 

 
 

 

Privacy, Security and Cybercrime: what challenges will future bring us?  

Panel and debate with the audience 

 

MODERATOR: Lino Santos Tecnical Director at FCCN – Fundação para a Computação Cientifica 
Nacional  

Manuel Pedrosa de Barros Security Communication Diretor at ANACOM 

Pedro Verdelho Cybercrime Office within the Prosecutor General’s Office 

João Pedro Pereira Journalist 

 

CyberSecurity and privacy mostly rely on digital media literacy and on R&D and innovation. 

Freedom of information flows have to be balanced with privacy. Data retention, user profiling and 

unauthorized access to personal information are serious threats to privacy that must be contained by 

adopting a balanced framework which must also answer to the new challenges arising from Critical 

Infrastructures Protection, Social Networks, the Internet of Things and Cloud Computing. We need a 

trustworthy secure Internet but it is unacceptable to overly base it on law enforcement, policing and 

“big brother” type surveillance as this would seriously conflict with freedom and privacy, and would 

be unmanageable with the gigantic dimension and complexity the Internet is assuming. Much more 

decisive for building up trust in the Internet is to systematically promote digital media literacy as a 

basic education and citizenship asset enabling people to appropriately protect freedom and privacy and 

to act securely defending against security threats, and to develop by appropriate R&D built-in systemic 

security in information and communication systems, similar to that found in biological systems as a 

result of evolution. The associated Innovation will open new important economic opportunities. 

 

  



 
 

 
 

 

The challenge of social networks as a powerful tool to communicate on 

the Internet 

Panel and debate with the audience 

 

MODERATOR: Ana Cristina Neves Diretor of the Information Society Department at Fundação para a 
Ciência e a Tecnologia, IP 

Gustavo Cardoso Professor of Media and Society at ISCTE/IUL 

José Victor Malheiros Consultant in Science Communication 

João Correia de Freitas Professor of Education Technology /e-Learning at FCT/UNL 

 
Social Networks enormously extend horizontal communication in conversational-like mode. 

Engaging in conversation is the core activity in democracy. The political power of Social Networks 

has been demonstrated in the Arab Spring and other situations. Social Networks more than doubled the 

anthropologically found usual number of human relationships of an individual in traditional societies 

which stands around 50.   With the contribution of Social Networks journalism is changing from a one-

to-many relationship with the public to a conversational relationship, a development with major 

implications to society and politics. It is also to be expected a growing use of Social Networks in 

educational settings. Social Networks are becoming unavoidable means to extend stakeholder 

involvement in corporations as well as in public and not-for-profit organizations, and to increase 

professional value of individuals at a time when most enterprises in developed countries are using 

them for human resources recruitment. These developments raise the need to balance the different 

stakeholders legitimate interests and to prevent possible corporate or political abuses, and also 

raise concerns related to the global reach of the involved multinationals. 

 

  



 
 

 
 

 

Internet Governance: who governs the Internet?  

Panel and debate with the audience 

 

MODERATOR: Luis Magalhães Professor at Instituto Superior Técnico 

Fréderic Donck Diretor of the European Regional Bureau Internet Society 

Nuno Garcia University Professor, member of the Executive Committee for Europe on Non Commercial 
Users Constituency of GNSO at ICANN 

Sandra Brás Trainer /E-learning Project Manager RIPE NCC 

José Barros External Relations Diretor at ANACOM  

Pedro Veiga President of ISOC Portugal 

 

Multistakeholder open debate on Internet Governance is essential and requires continuity due to 

the highly dynamic changing nature of the Internet that is constantly bringing to attention new issues 

and old issues in different forms. The IGF1 has provided a valuable platform for global 

multistakeholder debate. It is contributing to identify the main problems and to build up common 

understanding about them in ways previously unachievable. It triggered a wide movement of creation 

of regional and national IGFs initiatives in a very similar process as the growth of an open network 

like the Internet itself, providing a robustness and resilience to the IGF that only open networks can 

provide and which is unreachable by traditional forms of institutional hierarchical command-and-control 

organizations. The ICANN2 has been deepening its multistakeholder model with visible 

improvements which are particularly relevant given that it is a policy development and operational 

organization at the top of the Internet Domain Name System (DNS) management and not only a forum 

of debate. This is particularly relevant when difficult issues have to be tackled regarding a large 

number of applications to new Generic Top Level Domain names (gTLD), related to International 

Governmental Organizations (e.g., .gcc3), public interest activities (e.g., .health), geography (e.g., 

.patagonia, .rome), regulated markets (e.g., .bank), regulated professions (e.g., .lawyer, .doctor, 

.engineer), generic economic/cultural activities (e.g., .music), religion (e.g., .islam) and several others, 

for which specific applicants requested ownership in several cases without being related to the subject 

of application. The failures of the ACTA, SOPA and PIPA processes demonstrate the ill fate of 

non-multistakeholder Internet Governance processes. Unfortunately, the International 

Telecommunication Regulations (ITR) are being discussed for approval as a treaty at the WCIT4 

without the involvement of key stakeholders; the consideration of Internet issues in this solely 

intergovernmental setting under the closed ITU5 umbrella is inappropriate and should be 

                                                           
1
 United Nations (UN) Internet Governance Forum (IGF). 

2
 Internet Corporation of Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). 

3
 Gulf Cooperative Council (GCC). 

4
 UN World Conference on International Communications (WCIT), in December 2012. 

5
 UN International Telecommunications Union (ITU). 



 
 

 
 

 

opposed, even if some governments and telecommunication operators wish that the new ITR establish 

for the Internet a sender-pays system similar to telephone communications and a breach of Internet 

Neutrality justified by the consideration of Quality of Service charges for Internet traffic. Also, the 

discussion of Internet issues within ITU at the WTPF6 is inappropriate because the discussion of 

Internet policy requires a flexible and a multistakeholder setting alien to ITU procedures. 

Enhanced Cooperation on Internet Governance has substantially developed since the WSIS7 

within and among existing organizations and there is no need of a new body for that purpose. Enhanced 

Cooperation on Internet Governance is understood by some countries as being the transfer of ICANN 

functions to an intergovernmental setting in a new agency to be created at the UN for that purpose, or 

within the existing ITU. Western countries and non-governmental stakeholders from the technical 

community, business and civil society, among others, have opposed such development because it is not 

compatible with multistakeholder governance and due to the conviction that under the heavy UN 

bureaucracy the Internet well-functioning that has been assured remarkably well up to now 

might be compromised, and this was also the general opinion of the IGF participants in this event. In 

particular, the ITU is considered inappropriate for such functions because it has been essentially 

involved in switched one-to-one telephone communications and international spectrum sharing, which 

involve concerns drastically different from those of the Internet pulse-packet many-to-many 

communications, because ITU is not built to have operational telecommunications functions, and 

because its procedures are incompatible with multistakeholder governance. However, ICANN 

relationship with the USA Government which remains unmatched with any other Government 

and its functioning under USA/California Law instead of international Law were seen as highly 

undesirable features requiring further and urgent improvement,                     even if ICANN is 

considered a remarkable organization, both by its unique multistakeholder structure and by the 

effectiveness of its top level DNS management. Anyway, Enhanced Cooperation has been regularly 

addressed at IGF meetings and other multistakeholder instances, and must continue to be an 

open multistakeholder process. It is unacceptable to bring the issues of Enhanced Cooperation on 

Internet Governance to a just intergovernmental setting or to a sectorial setting such as the ITU, and it is 

inappropriate to manage or even discuss Internet critical infrastructures such as the DNS in such 

settings. 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                           
6
 ITU World Telecommunications Policy Forum (WTPF). 

7
 UN World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS), in December 2003 in Geneva and November 2005 in 

Tunis. 


